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Introduction
We introduce a new representation for spatial prior information in image-
guided radiotherapy (IGRT). Our external field prior bears some similarities
with a probabilistic anatomical atlas, but we use the treatment planning
contours to construct an individualized prior for each patient. This avoids
conflation of within-patient and between-patient variability, which is a draw-
back of existing approaches. We demonstrate this prior using cone-beam
computed tomography (CBCT) of an electron density (ED) phantom.
ED Phantom Experiment
We evaluated the performance of our method using CBCT scans of a tissue-
equivalent ED phantom (CIRS, Inc. model 062). The ED phantom is man-
ufactured from epoxy and contains cylindrical inserts that mimic the X-ray
absorption of human tissue: lung (inhale); lung (exhale); adipose (fatty
tissue); breast (50% fat); water-equivalent solid; muscle; liver; spongy (tra-
becular) bone; and dense (cortical) bone.
Figure : CBCT scan of the ED phantom. Figure : FBCT scan of the ED phantom.
The CBCT scans were acquired from a Varian linear accelerator with On-
Board Imager (OBI) using a half bow-tie filter to achieve a 450mm field of
view. 53 CBCT scans were obtained in total, with 27 held out for testing and
26 incorporated into the Bayesian prior. We also acquired 28 fan-beam CT
(FBCT) scans of the same phantom from a Siemens SOMATOM Sensation
Open.
CT2ED Linearity
The CBCT scanner was not calibrated to the Hounsfield scale. Nevertheless,
we observed a linear relationship between electron density in a homogeneous
region of tissue and the mean instensity of the corresponding voxel values.
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Figure : Regression fit for CBCT.
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Figure : Regression fit for FBCT.
This relationship was quantified by fitting a regression model to 26 CBCT
scans of the ED phantom. We were thus able to rescale estimates of tissue
density from a patient’s planning CT scan to predict the distribution of
intensity values in a CBCT scan of the same patient. These estimates were
incorporated into the hidden Markov random field (MRF) model as priors
for the mean and variance of each mixture component [1].
External Field Prior
The voxel intensity values alone are insufficient to accurately segment the
image according to tissue type. This is largely due to the low contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR) in CBCT scans of human tissue. To alleviate this problem,
we also included spatial prior information in the MRF model, in the form of
an external field.
Figure : External field prior.
The external field was centered on the planning contours of the gross tu-
mour volume (GTV) and the organs at risk (OAR). Geometric uncertainty
was incorporated into the model using quantifications of organ motion from
published studies. For our ED phantom experiment, we used a mean dis-
placement of 1.2mm with a standard deviation of 7.3mm, which is typical
of prostate motion [2].
Results
We first estimated the relationship between electron density (×1023/cc)
and voxel intensity. By fitting the regresstion model to 26 CBCT scans, we
obtained posterior means of 152 for the slope and -761 for the intercept,
with standard deviations of 0.97 and 0.30 respectively. Tissue densities were
estimated from the 28 FBCT scans and then rescaled using the regression
equation to obtain prior distributions for the voxel intensities.
Figure : Segmentation result.
The remaining 27 CBCT scans were segmented using between 34 and 100
iterations of the Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm [3]. This took
an average of 9 minutes per scan. The mean voxel-wise misclassification rate
was 6.2%, with Dice similarity coefficient [4] of 0.73 for liver, muscle, breast
and adipose tissue. Incorporating prior information enabled the algorithm
to successfully segment CBCT images, making this a viable approach for
automated, online image analysis in radiotherapy.
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